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Why do it?

What you need:
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Open up the discussion in a team and focus them on

what they do best collectively. Help them recognize

how they can be at best more often.

 

A full deck of Positive trait cards.

Do you have an suggestions about this exercise? 

We'd love to hear your ideas for making it even better

or adapting it to suit particular circumstances or

audiences.



Set up1.
Lay the cards out randomly on a flat surface, picture side up.

2. Choose
As the team gather around, ask everyone to quietly choose a picture that they think

reflects the team at its best (it can be something literal or abstract, as long as there's a

connection).

3. Show
Ask everyone to move their chosen picture card to the front of the table (it doesn't matter

if more then one person has chosen the same photo) and then ask each person to explain

their choice. Encourage discussion (but not disagreement) amoung the group.

4. Repeat

5. Discussion

Why does that picture make you think of this team?

Can you share an example of where that's happened?

How does it feel when your working that way as a group?

What are the factors that allow this to happen?

What is the impact?

How can the team use their collective inner traits more?

Hoe can the team promote their inner strengths to others?

What are the key messages to take away?

What actions will be taken, by who, by when?

Tip:  You might find it interesting to ask what inner traits other people see in you. Try asking

people from each part of your life to pick out the cards they think describes you.

Continue Continue through the group until you have heard from everyone in the group.

Compare the traits you use in one part of your life with the other.

Highlight any similarities  and differences in reasoning, as you can

sometimes get quite different stories from the same picture card.

Keep the team leader's contribution to the end, so that they do not

unnecessarily influence the stories that other people tell.


